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A Breakthrough in 
Blood Sugar Balance Support

Nature’s Powerful Metabolic Resetting Tool
Phyto Farmacy’s Diabet is an extract of fresh spiral ginger, carefully 
extracted to preserve the corosolic acid and insulin-like protein 
compounds. It acts as a powerful metabolic “resetting tool” that can help 
you transition to a new, healthier diet with less discomfort and blood 
sugar swings. If your blood sugar has been high for years and you 
suddenly switch to low-carb salads, the glucose crash and the resulting 
carb cravings can be exaggerated and unbearable. Even the strongest-
willed person is liable to cave in. Diabet helps the body adapt with less 
shock to your system, allowing for greater chance of long-term success. 

Phyto Farmacy’s Diabet is an extract of fresh spiral ginger,
carefully extracted to preserve the corosolic acid and insulin-like
protein compounds. It acts asa powerful metabolic “resetting tool”
that can help you transition to a new, healthier diet with less discomfort
and blood sugar swings.

Available in bottles of juice. $190 MSRP.

• 100% liquid spiral 
ginger extract  
(from aerial parts)

Active Ingredients:

Supports a Healthy, Natural Response to Hormones

Insulin & leptin resistance are 
two dangerous consequences 
of the modern diet. Insulin 
resistance means your cells 
can’t absorb glucose and too 
much of it circulates in the 
blood, damaging tissues over 
time. Leptin is the hormone 
produced by fat cells that 
makes you feel full and 
satisfied. Overweight people 
make way too much leptin, 
causing the body to stop 
responding to it – never quite 
feeling full. A 2015 study on 
animals found that the main 
ingredient in Diabet:1

Juice of the “Insulin Plant”

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1756464615003187
http://phyto-farmacy.com
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Product Specifications

An Effective, Plant Based “Insulin-like protein”
Scientists discovered than spiral ginger contains an insulin-like protein 
(ILP) that has a different chemical structure than insulin but works nearly 
the same inside the body.2 ILP significantly decreased blood sugar when 
orally taken by normal and diabetic mice. In a 2018 study, scientists 
found that extracts similar to Diabet “efficiently managed type 2 diabetes” 
in mice.3 It is widely believed to have beneficial effects on humans, too. 
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Diabet is available exclusively from Phyto Farmacy in 
very limited quantities. Each bottle contains 400 mL 
(13.52 oz), approximately one month’s supply. A 
discounted Diabet “Twin Pack” is also available, which 
allows for a complete course of the supplement at a 
savings. Diabet should be stored at room temperature 
and consumed within 60 days after opening. 
Visit http://phyto-farmancy.com for more info.
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Optimal for Short-term Use
Pilot studies suggest that a single, 45-day course of Diabet is usually 
sufficient to support healthy blood sugar balance. For most people, a 6.5 
mL dose taken twice daily (morning and evening) will offer powerful 
metabolic support while transitioning to a healthier diet. Diabet is not 
suggested for long-term use. 

“I was suffering severely with diabetes and had fatigue, nausea, frequent 
urination and was always thirsty. On the fourth day of taking Diabet, I knew it 
was something special. My fasting glucose levels used to be 310 mg/dl. My 
post meal glucose was measured at 492 mg/dl, which is severely diabetic. 
45 days after Diabet, my fasting glucose level was down to 96 mg/dl and my 
glucose post meal was measured to be a mere 132 mg/dl.” 
- Gopal Swaminathan, Age 62 in Chennai, India. 

Customer Testimonial

Spiral Ginger plant
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